Renewables
Pipeline Tracker

KEY COMPONENTS

THE SERVICE

A searchable and accessible database

Overview

An accessible database of all tracked projects covering key
metrics such as size, technology, location and anticipated
network connection level, anticipated commissioning date,
ownership and sponsors and routes to market and PPA
decisions. Updated quarterly to provide the latest project
developments.

Split into two key aspects, a database of all projects
and an accompanying analysis report, the service is
designed to provide detailed information on future
renewables generation assets and provide transparency
to the market.

Accompanying analysis report

Cornwall Insight renewables
pipeline tracker service is
designed for developers,
investors, generators, renewable
offtakers and advisors in the GB
energy market.
The service provides detailed information
on future renewables generation assets,
informed by our unrivalled market coverage
and understanding of the regulatory, policy
and commercial barriers these assets
have to overcome. Providing greater
transparency to development market,
coverage includes development stage of
projects by technology type, locational
views on development by region, ownership
structures and market share of developers,
and financing structures and PPA/route to
market decisions.

Providing Cornwall Insight views on key developments
and significant trends observed across the pipeline. This
includes key case studies and technology focuses each
issue on aspects such as the CfD eligible pipeline, offshore
wind competition and trends for co-location of renewables.

Updates are issued quarterly, with special feature
case studies analysed to provide a detailed view on
developments within technologies and types of asset.
The searchable database provides subscribers with
a wealth of information on projects and their current
development status and activity. With over 800 unique
project entries, organisations from across the industry
can access the latest information and project updates.
The analysis report also provides subscribers with
streamlined and succinct summary of the pipeline,
digesting the key information and providing this in a
clear and visually impressive format to be used directly
in the business.
The aim of the service is to provide key information
to help inform business planning and ultimately the
business decisions of investors, developers and
advisors to the renewables community.

Benefits
The renewables pipeline tracker provides our clients with unparalleled insight into the development pipeline for new build
and repowering renewables generation assets

Activity it supports

Benefits

Competitor intelligence

-

Business planning and
strategy

PPA and routes to
market decisions

-

-

Case study analysis
and assessment

-

Who uses it

 ccess to projects in development and organisations
A
sponsoring these.
Key insights on who is providing PPA options and wider
project support such as turbine delivery.

 iscover which projects are expected to develop in the
D
coming years and how they are expected to do so.
Shape your business activity to when generators,
certain technologies or stakeholders are expected to
become activity.
See the latest statistics and evidence on how
generators are coming to market through the CfD or
subsidy free routes.
Assess how these options are developing and which
may be best suited for your project.

Technology focusses each issue including offshore
wind, fuelled renewables and co-location trends to
provide detailed analysis and additional insights

-

Developers
Investors
Generators
Renewable offtakers
Advisors
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